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Messaging Extra-Terrestrials
By Curtis Miller

In April 2010, renowned physicist Stephen Hawking made claims that sparked  a great controversy. 

In his television show Into the Universe, Hawking said that attempting to contact extra-terrestrials is 

dangerous (Hawking, 2010). SETI has been going for decades, and the first attempt to message extra-

terrestrials was sent in 1974, and at least three more projects (henceforth referred to as METI) having been 

created since then (Zaitsev, 2006). The stakes that Hawking presents are high enough to propel the subject 

of METI to center stage when contemplating the search for extra-terrestrials (ETs). This paper, after 

establishing working assumptions, will argue that messaging extra-terrestrials advances the search for 

extra-terrestrial civilizations (referred to from this point as ETCs), that there is a duty to send messages, 

and that messaging does not place the human race in a greater risk of detection by hostile ETCs. For these 

reasons, METI projects should be pursued.

Before defending METI projects, certain positions will be assumed throughout the paper. First, this 

paper assumes that ETs and ETCs exist in abundance. Hawking presents the simplest reason to believe in 

the existence of life outside of Earth: the Universe is a really big place, and if life happened on Earth, it 

likely happened elsewhere, too (Hawking, 2010). However, the idea that ETCs are abundant faces a very 

reasonable criticism, known as the Fermi paradox (Deardorff, 2005): if ETCs are so common, where are 

they? Why hasn't Earth been colonized yet or our civilization destroyed (Brin, 1983)? This leads to the 

second assumption of this paper: ETCs are more likely to be benevolent and ethical than hostile (Deardorff, 

1986). On the same note, these benevolent ETCs have placed a leaky embargo on Earth and humanity, 

meaning that they withhold most contact with Earth, yet are gradually increasing contact with Earth 

(Deardorff, 1986). The ETCs, wanting to bring us into the galactic community yet wanting human 

civilization to mature on its own, have a chance to destroy itself (most aggressive ETCs are assumed to 

have destroyed themselves within their solar system before entering a galactic era (Deardorff, 1986)), and 

also not wanting to cause a great disturbance and panic in society with sudden contact, gradually introduce 

themselves into the mainstream public. While doing so, they desire to bypass governments (for fear of being 
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censored) and the scientific community (for fear that it will be censored by the government) (Deardorff, 

1986; 2005), mainly because ETCs would rather make their existence known and accepted by the public at 

large first. The ETCs, in an effort to avoid the attention of the scientific community, are likely using 

methods that cannot be studied with scientific reasoning (such as appearing irregularly and to small groups 

of people) (Deardorff, 1986; 2005). The fact that UFOs visit in a manner that make them appear to be just 

myths is not only possible, but probably exactly what a benevolent ETC would do, warming up the general 

public before becoming official (Deardorff, 1986; 2005). Assuming that ETCs were hostile would only 

strengthen the Fermi paradox; a hostile civilization would make their presence well known regardless of 

ensuing planetary shock and disruption, would do so rather quickly upon discovering intelligent life on 

Earth, and would likely have colonized the planet by now. This is based on the final assumption: ETCs are 

far older and far more advanced (by perhaps millions of years) than human civilization (Brin, 1983). The 

technology necessary to reach Earth at speeds faster than light is probably millions of years beyond our 

reach, if it does exist (Deardorff, 2005). If it doesn't, travel below light speed would mean that the 

civilizations we contact would be far older than us anyway. With this assumption come the factors of 

technological and evolutionary superiority of ETCs...another reason why they wouldn't want to make their 

existence too abruptly known (the impact of the knowledge of extreme human technological inferiority 

would probably have a negative impact on human society (Deardorff, 2005)).

With the previous assumptions established, discussion of the question of whether METI is a wise 

pursuit can begin. The first reason why attempting to send messages to ETCs is a reasonable pursuit is 

that the study of sending messages builds up our SETI efforts. First, designing messages and planning 

their delivery method translates into research for SETI. The methods used to send messages are likely the 

methods that ETCs would use to send their own messages, if they chose to do so. Finding methods for 

sending our own messages, therefore, gives us clues as to how to look for signals from ETCs. Contemplating 

the challenges faced by ETCs upon receiving our messages helps us to refine our technology so that, if we 

were on the receiving end, we'd be able to identify our own messages. As we research into new technologies 

for broadcasting our messages, we explore the various methods of transmitting messages across space, 

expanding our field of search. Thus, METI studies tie into SETI studies, improving SETI effectiveness.
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Another reason why we should invest in METI projects is that it would be paradoxical for us to 

expect to find messages from ETCs without also transmitting messages to them (Zaitsev, 2006). Right now, 

many feel that the so-called Great Silence — that is, the total lack of evidence of ETCs despite their 

claimed abundance — is proof that they do not exist (Deardorff, 2005). While this is hardly proof, it does 

raise questions as to what is the cause of the Great Silence. One theory for explaining the Great Silence is 

that a highly xenophobic ET race or its robot surrogates (that is, self-replicating robots programmed to 

colonize the galaxy) attack any unidentified radio wave source, thus silencing the source by killing it (Brin, 

1986). But this argument is fallacious, though. First, such aggressive races are unlikely to emerge, having a 

very high likelihood of self-destruction before reaching a galactic epoch, and aggressive robot surrogates 

would also be a serious threat to the creator race, decreasing the likelihood of their creation in the first 

place (Brin, 1986). Another reason to doubt the existence of such a xenophobic race is that we have never 

been attacked or colonized by such a race. Second, assuming that such a civilization did emerge, even if the 

source of radio waves had been attacked and killed, we may still pick up some of the radio waves from the 

destroyed source or sources that are either unaware of, indifferent to, or unaffected by the threat (for 

example, the xenophobic race). However, the possibility of aggressive xenophobic races or their robot 

surrogates may be enough to cause other races to “silence” their radio wave activity. This is similar to the 

famous prisoner's dilemma, where in this case, all ETCs protect themselves in fear of being attacked, which 

is a loss for all since no one sends signals to alert the others of the existence of other ETCs, which is 

presumably also in the interest of other ETCs. If Earth were to silence its messaging program, Earth would 

be contributing to the problem, rather than helping to break the silence. As stated by Zaitsev (2006), if all 

ETCs only listened for signals of life in other places of the galaxy, yet no one is willing to transmit, no one 

will be successful in finding other life. Humanity, therefore, in return for seeking signals of life, ought to be 

willing to contribute signals of its own.

However, wouldn't this be putting Earth at risk if hostile ETCs do exist? The third point supporting 

METI programs is that Earth is already detectable. As Brin (1986) humorously lamented, “The effect of 

'Deadly Probes' [meaning aggressive robot surrogates] on [the lifespan of a civilization] is profound. And 'I 

Love Lucy' has spread well past tau Ceti by now.” In essence, the cat's already out of the bag, and has been 
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for a while. Plus Earth is not likely to give up its use of radio waves for exploration of the solar system, for 

military purposes, or for the military's systems that detect stellar objects that could collide with Earth...a 

reasonable use of radio (Zaitsev, 2008). It's quite possible that ETCs are already aware of intelligent life on 

Earth. Since they probably know, we might as well tell them with intelligent METI efforts that we're not 

unaware of their existence, either.

If extra-terrestrial life is found, there is no doubt that it would change human  history (Tough, 

1998). The thought that humanity is not alone in the galaxy, that other civilizations exist and observe 

natural phenomena too, and are far more advanced than us, is a humbling and, at the same time, elevating 

notion. SETI is a very noble pursuit, but SETI cannot exist without METI. Therefore, METI should be 

pursued, since it would enhance our SETI efforts, clearing up the Great Silence without putting Earth in 

any risk that it doesn't already have. Only when pursuing this can Earth and humanity continue its 

entrance into the galactic community.
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